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Optimization

6SigmaET R14 helps you find the best solution for your system design by balancing the thermal 
requirements with other design constraints such as weight, size and cost. Optimize heatsink geometry, 
fan speeds or heat spreader design using R14’s new Design of Experiments (DOE) and optimization 
functionality.

Share Files Across Thermal Simulation Software

Share thermal models easily across different toolsets using ECXML, a vender neutral file format. ECXML 
allows the import and export of a wide range of objects—along with material properties and environment 
settings.

Improved Performance

This is our fastest, most accurate solve yet: we’ve included significant improvements to the speed of joule 
heating and thermal co-simulation, optimized our solver and ensured that radiation is only calculated when 
necessary.

New 6SigmaET Release 14 Features

With each release, we work to do more than just improve our software’s general performance—we focus 
on solving the industry’s major pain points. We commissioned in-depth, independent research with over 
117 thermal engineers to examine their attitudes towards thermal simulation, how easy it is for them to run 
simulations successfully and whether they have the right tools to support them.

30% of engineers spend over a day 
building models

66% of engineers’ simulations require a 
day or more to solve

46% of engineers need faster results

55% of engineers need improved results 
analysis 

What’s New in 6SigmaET Release 14?

The major pain points for thermal engineers 
who do not use our product include:



More Solving Options to Suit User 
Needs 

6SigmaET R14 consolidates the solve 
process, making it simpler to solve models 
of any size on any hardware as quickly as 
possible. 

Enhanced Package Modeling

6SigmaET R14 enables you to efficiently 
design component packages and power 
control schemes and, in turn, easily share 
simplified models with customers. 

• Solve on your PC, HPC Cluster, Private Cloud and Public 
Cloud
• Solve on any operating system—Windows and Linux
• Submit jobs through our unified solver window
• Track all solves regardless of where they are solved

• Model throttling when working with power maps
• Import ODB++ to substrates
• Use the Package Builder to model commonly used 
packages

Supply Chain Solutions 

6SigmaET R14’s new and improved features 
make it easier to access the data you need 
from suppliers and colleagues, regardless of 
the software they’re using. 

• Import PCB designs with IPC-2581
• Access Orion fans, AlphaNova heatsinks and Cambridge 
NanoTherm material libraries 
• Work with more component models, including those 
from Intel, Qualcomm, Xilinx and Samsung



For more information, visit us at 
www.6sigmaet.info


